**HBE Plan Certification Timeline for Plan Year 2021**

**Issuer Activities**

- **Feb 4:** Plan Certification Workgroup - Discuss Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 7:** Publish Draft 2021 QDP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 12:** Dental TAC: Discuss Draft 2021 QDP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 21:** Issuers submit non-binding letter of intent
- **Feb 14:** Comments due on Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 21:** Issuers submit non-binding letter of intent
- **May 21:** OIC filing deadline - Issuers’ QHP and QDP Submission Forms due to WAHBE
- **Aug 1:** Documents due: Participation Agreement - Cross mapping form - Proof of current accreditations
- **Aug 8:** WAHBE provides revisions to QIS form
- **Aug 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **Sept 9:** Board Certification Meeting
- **Sept 9:** WAHBE provides feedback to QHP & QDP SBCs no later than this date
- **Sept 15:** WAHBE provides feedback to QHP & QDP SBCs no later than this date
- **Sept 16:** Board Certification Meeting
- **Sept 28:** Ratification of plan data
- **Sept 28:** WAHBE and Carrier agree to final QIS

**WAHBE Activities**

- **Jan 31:** Publish Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 6:** Plan Certification Workgroup - Discuss Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 21:** Publish Final 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 21:** Publish Final 2021 QDP Guidance for Participation
- **July 10:** QRS HEDIS data submission
- **Aug 3:** Draft QIS form due
- **Aug 8:** WAHBE provides revisions to QIS form
- **Aug 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **Sept 9:** Documents due no later than this date
- **Sept 15:** WAHBE provides feedback to QHP & QDP SBCs no later than this date
- **Sept 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **Sept 28:** WAHBE and Carrier agree to final QIS
- **By Oct 1:** Issuers submit 2021 Provider Roster
- **By Oct 2:** WAHBE and Carrier agree to final QIS
- **Nov 1:** OPEN ENROLLMENT BEGINS

**Timeline Key Dates**

- **Sept 9:** Board Certification Meeting
- **Sept 15:** WAHBE provides feedback to QHP & QDP SBCs no later than this date
- **Sept 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **By Oct 1:** Issuers submit 2021 Provider Roster
- **By Oct 2:** WAHBE and Carrier agree to final QIS
- **Nov 1:** OPEN ENROLLMENT BEGINS

**Document Due Dates**

- **Aug 1:** Documents due: Participation Agreement - Cross mapping form - Proof of current accreditations
- **Aug 8:** WAHBE provides revisions to QIS form
- **Aug 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **Sept 9:** Documents due no later than this date
- **Sept 15:** WAHBE provides feedback to QHP & QDP SBCs no later than this date
- **Sept 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **By Oct 1:** Issuers submit 2021 Provider Roster
- **By Oct 2:** WAHBE and Carrier agree to final QIS

**Plan Year 2021**

- **Jan 31:** Publish Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 4:** Plan Certification Workgroup - Discuss Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 7:** Publish Draft 2021 QDP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 12:** Dental TAC: Discuss Draft 2021 QDP Guidance for Participation
- **Feb 21:** Issuers submit non-binding letter of intent
- **Feb 14:** Comments due on Draft 2021 QHP Guidance for Participation
- **May 21:** OIC filing deadline - Issuers’ QHP and QDP Submission Forms due to WAHBE
- **Aug 1:** Documents due: Participation Agreement - Cross mapping form - Proof of current accreditations
- **Aug 8:** WAHBE provides revisions to QIS form
- **Aug 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **Sept 9:** Board Certification Meeting
- **Sept 15:** WAHBE provides feedback to QHP & QDP SBCs no later than this date
- **Sept 23:** Final QHP & QDP SBCs due no later than this date
- **By Oct 1:** Issuers submit 2021 Provider Roster
- **By Oct 2:** WAHBE and Carrier agree to final QIS
- **Nov 1:** OPEN ENROLLMENT BEGINS
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